Havok WPC is the Competitive Club for the region south of Calgary / High River.
This includes Medicine Hat, Brooks, Taber, Lethbridge, and applicable rural
areas. Practice locations are dependent on where players are from, and the
availability of pool time. While being a regional club comes with some
challenges, one of the great advantages is the individualized training which
has led to our athletes being in high demand once they graduate beyond
Provincial League into Westerns & Nationals.

U10 & Rookie - PUP, Co-Ed (Born 2008 & Younger)
Mini-Polo players who are comfortable in deep water are invited to participate in these
non-competitive exhibition camps, usually taking place in Calgary with several
participating clubs.
U12 - Boys / Girls (Born 2007-2008)
Provincial League starts here, with a tournament every 4-6 weeks, ﬁve in total. Alberta
Open (drawing teams from BC, AB, SK, MB and the US) opens with this category, and other
travel opportunities become available (Victoria, Regina).
U14 - Boys / Girls (Born 2005-2006)
U14 is similar overall to U12 regarding competitive opportunities. The biggest difference is
the the formation of Team Alberta, which is a post-season select team that also travels
and trains in California with a week-long tournament.
U17 - Competitive
U17 is when Rep Clubs start competing in Club Nationals, and players are being evaluated
for Junior National Team opportunities. While it is difﬁcult for a rural club to attract the
numbers required for the necessary depth at this level, MHWP has been very successful
when it comes to having our players recruited by Rep Clubs in Calgary and Edmonton.
U17 + Adult Fit
Alberta has also developed a strong U17 & U19+ recreational program in accordance with
the Be Fit for Life model [www.beﬁtforlife.ca], and this is the foundation of the local Adult
Fit program. Calgary has a Men's City League, and the Women have a recreational-andcompetitive Splash program - lots of opportunities for every level of competition!

2017-18:
U12G - (w/ Edmonton) Alberta Open Gold, Provincial League Silver
U17B - Two invited to play with Calgary Rep team
U17G - (w/ Edmonton) multiple Canadian & US events, including US Junior Olympics
2016-17:
U12G - (Rural Club combination) Alberta Open 4th
U17G - (w/ Edmonton) multiple Canadian & US events
2015-16:

PUP (Plays-Under-Provincial) is an introduction into the competitive stream,
where teams get together and play in recreational ‘camps’ rather than an
ofﬁcial tournament. The focus is on participation and the score is irrelevant.
These are incredibly entertaining events, where the parents enjoy themselves
as much as the players! Belt-ﬂoaters are allowed, and it really is all about just
getting the kids involved and interacting with other teams and coaches.

Starting at U12, the competitive side turns towards Provincial Leagues and
Western tournaments. There is still a developmental focus until U14, when
Team Alberta is starting to be built, and Western Championships. Then U17
when teams are competing in Club Nationals, and players are being evaluated
for National Team opportunities. Alberta has also developed a strong U17 &
U19+ recreational program in accordance with the Be Fit for Life model. Being
a mid-point between Calgary and Regina has also made Medicine Hat an ideal
co-training location for all three programs.

U17G - (w/ Edmonton) multiple Canadian & US events
2014-15:
U14G - (/w Edmonton) Provincial League Gold, Alberta Open Silver
U17G - Three players invited to join a Washington team for US Junior Olympics
2013-14:
U14G - Alberta Open Silver & MVG, Provincial League Silver
Three players selected for Team Alberta, Five players invited to join a Washington team for
US Junior Olympics
2012-13:
U14G - Alberta Open 4th, Provincial League Bronze
Three players selected for Team Alberta
2011-12:
U12 Co-Ed - (w/ Spruce Grove) Provincial League Silver
2010:
First travel player and head coach for Alberta Summer Games, Gold (w/ Edmonton)

403-548-6476
www.mhwp.ca
polo@mhwp.ca

Mini-Polo is an introduction to the sport. We use the Variable Depth area of
the Leisure Center, or shallow end in other pools, so all players are able to touch
at all times. Progression in Mini-Polo is based on the skills developed and
readiness for the next challenge, rather than a ﬁxed age cycle. Currently the
Mini-Polo program runs Fridays evenings only, from 6-8 PM. There are three 10
week sessions per year - Fall, Winter & Spring. Players can join at any time.

It’s not always about competition.
Whether that goal is to improve ﬁtness,
learn a new sport, get dragged out by a
great friend, or somewhere for former
and current players to get together and
regale each other with their (in)glorious
escapades, there really is no group like
the WP community! Whether you swim
with grace, ﬂoat with ambition, or drown
with style - we have a home for you!

Adult Fit is a program that puts fun &
ﬁtness as #1a and #1b. Designed to be a
challenging workout adapted to your
ﬁtness, followed by a game adapted for
the number of players and pool size. Like
most other programs of this nature, it’s
the number and quality of participants
that will dictate success!

Nothing is better than playing with friends! Allow MHWP to co-ordinate your
birthday or other special event. We will take care of the pool booking, party
room booking, as well as all equipment and supervision – All for UNDER $100!

Co-Ed, Ages ~5-9
These players play at a 1m (~3') depth, which should be no higher than the chin
to ensure the player is comfortable. The focus is on basic sport concepts and
fundamental skills, with most of the time dedicated to play.

Co-Ed, Ages ~8-12
Once a Micro player is comfortable trying deep water, they will move up to
where we focus more on the core skills and team play - building an understand
of how the sport works, not just at an individual level. Most players will
transition for a few sessions where they play both Micro & Mini until Micro-level
skills are no longer helpful.

Poolo Parties take place in the
Variable Depth area of the Leisure
Center, which parents can watch
conveniently from multiple areas in
and out fo the pool. The depth can be
set at chin-height on the smallest
player, so everyone can touch at all
times – or for a greater challenge, we
can go deeper and use ﬂoater belts to
help if needed. However you want your
party to run, we’ll make it happen!
The ideal group size is 12-15, but a
minimum of 8, and maximum of 18 can
b e a cco m m o d a t e d . E ve r y p a r t y
includes up to an hour in each of the
pool and a party room.
As a further promotion, every Poolo
Party also includes a 2-for-1 coupon for
a 10-Week Session of Mini-Polo – a $64
value! ( $20 Provincial Registration req’d )
Bookings are based on availability at the FLC, therefore prior bookings and
scheduled programs (such as swim lessons) can occur. Please be ﬂexible with
your time request, and the earlier it can be booked, the better.

Water Polo was originally developed in the mid-1800's as a form of
rugby, played the lakes and rivers of Scotland. It became known as "water polo"
based on the English pronunciation of the Indian word for ball (pulu), which
was made from Indian rubber. Early play allowed full contact, wrestling and
holding opposing players underwater, while the goalie stood outside the
playing area and defended goal by jumping on an opponent trying to score.
By the 1880s, the game focused on swimming, passing, and scoring
by shooting into a goal net; players could only be tackled when holding the
ball and could not be taken under water. Canada was one of the ﬁrst countries
outside Britain to adopt the sport. The Montreal Swimming Club formed a
water polo team in 1887, and games were played in the St. Lawrence River
Between 1890 and 1900, teams developed in Germany, Austria,
France, Belgium, Hungary and Italy. In 1900, Water Polo was the ﬁrst team
sport in the Olympics, Great Britain winning the ﬁrst (and every) Gold until
1924. Hungary evolved the sport from brute strength, to skill and tactics,
dominating the sport for 50 years (6 Gold, 2 Silver, 3 Bronze over 11 Olympics),
plus 3 straight Golds in 2000, '04 and '08. Women started Olympic play in the
2000 games, with the home Australians with the ﬁrst Gold. However, the US
has been most dominant with 2 Gold, 2 Silver and a Bronze, in 5 Olympic years.
The modern rubber inﬂatable ball was invented in 1936, which made
the game far quicker, as the leather ball absorbed water and got heavier
during the game. The 1970's saw the addition of a "Power Play" for major fouls, a
quick restart for simple fouls, and the introduction of a shot clock. These
changes added strategy and speed, while penalizing excessive physicality.
Water Polo looks most similar to Handball, in that a ball is typically
controlled by passing until a player can shoot it into a net. Positionally,
Basketball is the closest comparison, with players playing 1-to-1, with focus on
preventing opponents an easy path to the net. Swimming, and speciﬁcally the
Eggbeater Kick, are the main skills, since the sport is played in a 25 meter pool
with a depth of ~2 meters. The nets ﬂoat, and are 2.5m (8') wide by 1m (3') tall.
The sport is played with 7 players in the water for each team,
including one goalie. A competitive roster has 13 players, for two lines of 6, plus
the goaltender. Caps are used to identify the teams, one wearing a light color
and the other dark - typically white and navy. The caps also identify players by
number, identify the goalie (red) and provide ear protection.
The game starts with a Swimball, which is a race from each teams
goal line to where the ball is dropped in the middle for the ﬁrst possession
opportunity. The length of the game is 4 quarters of between 6 and 8 minutes
of stop-time, however age and technical modiﬁcations are common. Younger
players typically play running time to quicken the pace. The shot clock is 30
seconds in most competitions (usually 40 seconds at U12). The average game
duration is 45-50 minutes with only minimal breaks between quarters.
Players are only allowed to touch the ball with one hand or arm at a
time, but are allowed to use any other part of the body, such as the head or foot.
Goalies are the only players allowed to use two hands. The ball can travel in the
air, for example a shot or dry-pass (hand-to-hand); or on the water, such as
when a player is swimming with it, or makes a wet-pass (a pass to a position
rather than directly to a player). However the ball cannot be taken under the
water. Either a two-hand violation or a ball-under result in a simple turnover.

